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ABSTRACT
Attacks from automated web clients are a significant problem on
the Internet. Many web sites employ CAPTCHAs, Turing tests
that hassle automated agents. Unfortunately, they require frequent
human user input, can be subverted by adversaries willing to hire
humans to solve challenges, and become ineffective as computer
vision techniques improve.

Several alternative defenses based upon cryptographic methods
have been proposed to achieve the same goals. “Proof-of-Work”
(PoW) systems prioritize clients based on their willingness to solve
computational challenges of client-specific difficulty. Unfortunately,
few proof-of-work schemes are ever deployed since they require
wide-scale adoption of special client software to operate properly.

This demonstration presentsmod_kaPoW, a novel system that
combines the efficiency andhuman-transparencyof proof-of-work
with thesoftware backwards-compatibilityof CAPTCHA schemes.
mod_kaPoWattaches challenges to HTML links and the client’s
browser uses JavaScript to solve them before requesting the linked
content. Accessibility is maintained for clients without JavaScript.
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1. THE SYSTEM
Our systemmod_kaPoW[1] combines theuser transparencyof

proof-of-work systems [2, 3] and thebackwards compatibilityof
CAPTCHA schemes [4]. The approach uses URL rewriting, like
that employed by content-distribution networks such as Akamai.
The system, highlighted in Figure 1, modifies an Apache web-
server to dynamically rewrite HTML links to include computa-
tional challenges. The server also sends a small piece of JavaScript
code that the client’s browser uses to solve the embedded chal-
lenges to create valid URLs.

The bulk of the system lies within the Apache web-server mod-
ule shown in Figure 2. The module is divided into two filters;
an issuing filterthat embeds proof-of-work challenges in outbound
HTML content and averifying filterthat prioritizes inbound request
URLs based on having a valid challenge with a correct answer.

The system leverages the pervasiveness of JavaScript; when a
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Figure 1: The mod_kaPoWsystem, with it’s additions to the
Apache web-server highlighted.
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Figure 2: The mod_kaPoW Apache module showing the
processing of a URL and the corresponding content.

client’s browser parses a PoW-protected link, the provided script
solves an equation and appends the results to the URL. Upon re-
ceiving a request, the verifying filter parses the request URL and
extracts the appended PoW variables. If they satisfy the equation,
the request is served by the high-priority virtual host.

Lacking a correct answer, a request is redirected to the low-
priority virtual host, providing limited access to clients without
JavaScript. That virtual host allows a limited number of non-persistent
connections and serves lower resolution versions of the content.
Some content, as specified by a configuration file, may not be avail-
able on the low priority virtual host; requests for such content result
in error pages that retry the request after properly solving an up-to-
date challenge.
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